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PFiKFACE
<his thesis is description and discussion of Job
analysis and classification in the U. 3. Navy* and of the
rating and pay structure for the men who perform these Jobs,
the discussion Is limited to the Jobs and ratings of the en-
listed branch only and does not include the warrant and cost*
missioned officer group. The material is grouped into its
natural divisions ®n& is discussed in the following order:
(1) the nature of Navy Jobs; (2) billet analysis; (3) the
rating structure of the wavy; and (M) Job classification.
ttany volumes have been written on this subject in of-
ficial Itffy publications* unofficial p&p^rB on Ssvy Jobs* and
treatises on Industrial Job analysis »nd rating. However*
as far as Is known , no publication exists which adequately
covers Havy Jobs as outlined above in a comprehensive and
easily rm& and understood manner. Most of the existing pub-
lications cover only part of one of the aspects and do it
in such a detailed and technical manner that it is only use-
ful to those who have to perform the detailed work of admin-
istering the program, these are difficult to read for the
purpose of getting an overview or general picture of the Job
program and the relationships of its various aspects.
ill

The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the various
aspects of !*avy Job analysis * Job classification, and rating
structure in a single paper and explain then so their rela-
tionships on be easily understood* It Is intended primarily
for %vel Offleers* prospective Maval Officers * and thoae
enlisted sen and civilians who are engaged ia personnel work
in the U, S. ftavy. Consequently it is assumed that the
reader will have a general wording knowledge of the %e>^y and
be familiar with the common naval terms* particularly those
used in the rating structure which ere peculiar to the Navy
alone.
A great deal of work has been done on Job analysis
and rating in the industrial world and in many eases the
problems and principles involved are similar to those in the
Navy, The literature on this subject has been reviewed and
a discussion of the similarity and differences between naval
end industrial Jobs has been made at the appropriate places
throughout this work.
It is hoped that this paper will give the reader a
clearer understanding of &avy Jobs in general and of the
nature and Importance of Job analysis and classification in
particular. If it does this for all officers and particu-
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TH& JIAfUHS Or HAVY JOBS
UMMttSkm
The if S„ ftavy ii a very large organisation, much
larger than most industrial or private activities. Its
present authorised strength 1r nearly one-half million of-
ficers and sen end during the last war it expanded to about
three million offleers and nan. It has ships and stations
distributed all over the world and is not concentrated in
one fl'rte or nation like most large industries. It h*e msny
jobs and features which ttrm peculiar to the Navy alone , and
are not common to industry or even to the Amy. In addition
to this, the tools and methods of naval warfare are con*
stantly changing and being improved.
eceuse of the large, scattered, and specialized
nature of the Havy* its administrative organisation is also
very large and complex. One of the chief divisions of this
organization is the bureau of Naval Personnel. This bureau
has to do with the procurement, training, distribution, pro-
motion, pay, and discipline of all naval personnel. All
this is necessftry to furnish the manpower ne^ed to do the
work of the Eavy. In order to furnish this manpower
1

2intelligently It la necessary to understand what the 8avy
hr* to do and Just what the natures of the various Jobe are*
this chapter will give a general description of some
of the Jobs and types of duty that have to be performed by
the enlisted branch of the tfavy, and their relationship to
the mission of the tfavy. The nature of $avy Jobs will be
discussed under the following sain categories; (1) warships;
(2) shore establishments; (J) other typee of naval activi-
ties; and (4) the Jiavy job.
This general understanding of the nature of Navy
Jobs is necess? ry before the more speolflc purpose of this
paper 9 which is job and billet analysis snd classification*
can be properly understood.
A modern battleship, with s wartime strength of ap-
proximately two thousand five hundred men, is in reality a
floating community designed to fight, and is self sufficient
In all respeets for considerable periods of time. It pro-
vides housing for its men and has mess rooms along with the
itehena, bakeries, refrigerated storage for perishable
foods, and dry storage for nonperlshable foods. Here, one
may also find a laundry, tailor shop, cobbler shop, store,
soda fountain, and a post office. Becre ticn facilities
such as movie*, libraries, and chapel services are also pro-
vided. Complete medical facilities Including a hospital*
i r .
3dental clinic, and a pharmacy are provided. In addition to
the highly complex propulsion machinery &nd the ahope re-
quired to maintain it* a battleship generates its own elec-
tricity for light and power and its steam for heating* and
distills its own fresh water. Elaborate communication
facilities including radio* telephones, mn& $ sometimes,
radiopfcoto equipment are provided as well as many radar sets
for navigation, enemy detection, and directing gunfire. All
of this Is in addition to the complex armament which Is the
main reason for a battleship's existence. The armament in-
cludes all types of guns from twenty-two caliber pistols to
sixteen-inch rifles, rockets, torpedoes, airplanes, and
bombs
•
It Is apparent that it is difficult to select any
civilian trade that is not represented aboard a modern bat-
tleship and, in addition, there are numerous purely seagoing
and bfettle occupations that have no counterpart ashore or in
civilian life. This same condition exists on all of the
smaller ships of the Navy such as carriers, cruisers, de-
stroyers, submarines, transports, and supply ships, but to
a less and less extent as the ships decrease in else and
complement. Most of the items listed above are provided on
all ships but on the smaller ones one man may do seveiv 1 of
the various Jobs whereas on a battleship one man may do only
a specialised part of one Job.

ifeore Egt^bUsfoypts
fhe seagoing part of the Navy is the part that actu-
ally does the fighting but it require* at least a* large an
organization ashore to support it. The shore establishments
of the Navy are much larger than aiost people realise. In
peacetime there are approximately as many naval personnel at
shore establishments as there are afloat* In addition there
are a large number of civilians employed at naval shore
bases.
Some of the major shore establishments are: the
Navy Department at Washington* D. C. vlth its seven bureaus*
the headquarters of the sixteen districts and two river com-
mands* shipyards* air stations* supply depots* hospitals*
and nsval stations. In addition there are many specialised
activities such as the hydrographie office* naval observa-
tory* training sohools* model test basin, gun factory* and
airplane feetory,
all of these establishments need personnel to oper-
ate them and it is obvious that the range of Jobs is extreme*
The ftavy needs men capable of filling every conceivable type
of job ranging from those requiring highly professional
skills* such as doctors* lawyers* engineers* and teachers;
through the skilled trades* such as cooks* machinists* and
torpedo©en; and on down to the common laborer and seaman re-
cruit. Some of these jobs »r% filled by civilians and others

5are performed by warrent and commie cloned officers, but many
of them ere filled by enllated men and thle la eepecially
true in time of war.
Ptffter lypcs, gj |Mml MJttMIH
In addition to the seagoing Navy and the fixed shore
establishments the Navy haa other activities of a mobile or
temporary nature. One example of this la the naval air com-
mands such aa fighter squadrons* carrier squadrons, lighter
than air squadrons , and the Naval Air transport Command.
These are usually separate commands that may move from ship
to ship or ship to station, but are not a permanent part of
the ship or station to which they may be attached.
Construction battalions are another example of such
units, these are organized unite of about one thousand of-
ficers and men who are specialists in engineering and con-
struction vforfc and operate under the Bureau of tarda * rM*
Docks. They are used to construct all types of naval facili-
ties overseas and maintain and operate them when they are
finished. They are particularly active and useful during
wartime when many new bases are required.
Another type of naval activity is represented by the
petroleum exploration unit which is now operating In the
vicinity of Point barrow, Alaska. This unit was formed to
search for oil in Alaska and will probably be decommissioned




6and i6n» and some civil isns* who are experts in this type of
work*
The broad nature of the naval establishment has been
outlined above. The nature of the various Navy Jobs will
now be examined more closely. In civilian employment, a man
usually performs a single task or a series of closely relate*'
tasks* repeating them day after day on a full-time basis.
Thus* a man Is a milling machine operator* a file clerk* m
ty9-mr~na** and throat doctor* a dairy farmer* or a worker
in some other vocation or profession which is highly special-
ised and specific as to duties. However* work in the Navy
usually does not fall into so clear-cut a pattern. Wherever
they may be* Navy assignments involve military as well as
technical obligations. That in* ail men are expected to per-
form such duties as standing security watches or maintaining
discipline* as required by their respective pay grades* re-
gardless of what their naval ratings or occupations might be.
She tasks performed by Navy men particularly aboard ship
frequently bear little or no relation to one another and re-
quire activity in widely separated fields. To Illustrate
tnlR more clearly the duties aboard a ship will be discussed.
Shipboard Duties
A ship differs from a shore establishment in th*t it

7has a wider range of operating conditions. It ©ay be berthed
in a Navy yard with only "cold iron w&tehee* manned and with
most of lte crew on leave; or it siay be steaming into cocbet
with every Han at hie battle station. Between theee extremes
there are many stages of operation and resulting ahipboard
organisations, since the crew of the ehlp at any one ti&e la
I fixed number » the ehlp must meet the various functions ex-
pected of it by having moat of lta crew perform different
duties with each different operation. Moreover, a ship must
be prepared to operate with efficiency even If casualties
occur; this means that each aan must be able to perform, in
addition to his own duties, some of the duties of other men
in order that he can substitute for them if MtA be. To
designate the various duties to which men mrm assigned, ships
prepare what Is known as Watch, Quarter, and Station Bills*
These are tables or charts Hating the various duty assign-
ments and *re posted in conspicuous places about the ship.
< a the assignment! MMMAf included in -tch, u*>rt*r»
&n& Station Bills are the following.
f*»fl*r4 JHtt— Pttttfff•"**•* **tUt U imminent,
a ship goes into a condition which is known bb "General Quar-
ters,* In which all members of the crew man assigned stations
to bring the ship to Its maximum fighting efficiency. On a
watch, Quarter, and Station Bill, battle duties are usually
listed as "Condition X." These duties may be listed

6separately from other duties in the bill,
xhtn battle assignment* ere made, the best qualified
sen are assigned to the key etatlons in thsir respective de-
partments. In neerly all departments except gunnery, there
are surplus men available for assignment after key stations
h&ve been manned. Thess surplus men are assigned to gun
stations or to other duties not necessarily related to their
usuel technical duties. Thus* a yeoman may be assigned as a
telephone talker, a radioman striker may eerve on a gun sta-
tion, mnt a fireman may become a passer in an ammunition
handling room, a man's battle duties may or may not, there-
fore, be related to the duties for which he has been primarily
trained and on the basis of which hs has been assigned to a
ship*
Watch Putles.—The work rcouircd to operate s ship
or maintain it in a materiel condition of readiness for bat-
tle continues in peacetime as well as in time of war. The
crew is divided into "watches* in order to distribute this
work load, maintain a continuous watch, and provide for the
security of the ship. The watch system offers a means of
manning the ship either underway or at anchor ao as to meet
the demands of military necessity; namely, that a stated per-
centage of the armament oan be manned and that the ship can
get underway and operate in an emergency even though one or
more watches may be away frog! the ship on liberty, formally,
••
9men are assigned to duties on watch according to the training
they h*ve received. Thus, a radioman Is normally assigned
a radio watch, a signalmen a bridge watch, and so on*
Assignment to security vetches Is not necessarily
carried out on the basis of a man's training or qualifica-
tions, these watches are primarily military In nature,
since they are concerned with maintaining discipline, observ-
lng rules for the prevention of fire, and slallar require-
ments* In this type of watch a seaman might be aeslgned to
duty as a sentry.
A few petty officers may not be assigned specific
watches, In order that they may be available on call, the
duties of such off-vateh personnel arc the technical routine
duties described below,
P9ttHft« *Wft*«~ g»QP ««* *1«« ***« oertaln routine
duties. For some sen these duties may simply be the clean*
lng of living compartments or working spaces, in which event
the routine duties require little previous training or skill,
uch duties would normally be assigned to seamen, for other
men, however, the routine duties may Involve maintenance of
equipment or even highly skilled repair vorfe. Houtlne duties
of this kind mre always closely related to a man's technical
skill and training. Thus, a chief gunner's m#*te will be re-
sponsible for the maintenance and repair of all armament In
the battery assigned to him, or one of the machinist's siatce

xo
vill be responsible for the repair of mil the refrigeration
equipment to which he is assigned.
llltlUiMMM ft*"* mtttiWCS Putfrff.--In addition to
a sen's buttle. watch, end routine duties, he may be assigned
various miscellaneous or emergency duties, for example, he
may man a particular station when a "special sea detail* Is
eet while entering or leaving port. He nay have other sta-
tions on Fire, Collision, or hoarding Bills, respectively.
Whatever their type, these miscellaneous or emergency duties
are likely to be related either to the military or technical
duties expected of him in his day to day life aboard the
ship.
The U. s. Navy is an extremely large organization and
has units or activities distributed all over the world. It
consists of many types of activities including fighting and
ly ships at sea; administrative headquarters, shipyards,
air stations, and schools ashore; and also of mobile unite
such &b airplane squadrons and construction battalions. The
$avy also performs fery specialized duties such as operating
the naval observatory and exploring for oil In northern
Alaska.
this huge naval organization requires personnel of
all types to keep it operating efficiently, from the highest
professional specialist down to the unskilled laborer. All
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imaginable* civilian professions* trades * and skills are re*
quired* find in addition ©any purely military and naval skills
are needed.
The average Navy Job is unique in that it usually
consists of many duties or Jobs in addition to a specialty
which each nan acquires soon after he enters the service.
The nature of these various Jobs change with changes In the
conditions under which the ship or station nay he operating.
The lairenee task, of procuring* training* distributing*
an^ rating the personnel who perform the work of the Navy is
the responsibility of the Bureau of ?'aval Personnel. In
order for this to be done intelligently and efficiently it
is necessary that a great deal mere be known about all naval
Jobs. In fact it is necessary to know exactly what each nan
has to do and then classify the various Jobs so that they
can be readily identified. Men then have to be trained An^L
classified also* so they can be properly assigned to the
Jobs. The following chapters will discuss billet analysis*




Because the %vy i« such a large organisation and
require* all imaginable types of work, it is necessary that
the personnel procurement, training* and attribution be
done in an efficient and systematic manner. To do this re-
quire* a detailed knowledge of all the jobs which have to be
performed. This detailed job information is obtained by a
process known as billet analysis , which is a systematic pro*
cedure of studying and recording every detail of work per-
formed in a particular billet or job.
this chapter will introduce billet analysis by defin-
ing a few terms associated with the process and then describ-
ing the process itself. Industrial job analysis will be
discussed briefly and compared with Navy billet analysis.
The purpose and use of billet analysis will then be explained
This will be followed by outlining the development, the pres-
ent status* and the operation of the process.
JMtJstisUM
In order to study billet analysis it is necessary to








a task is a tingle operation Involved In the
performance of work. Usually the work of any &an conalata
of several tasfcs. Thus, a yeosian say perform several tasks*
Including typing deck logs, filing correspondence, or taking
stenographic records of a summary court-martial. Similarly*
inspecting magasinee Is hut one task of a gunner's mate, and
repairing a worn pump Is but one of several tasks performed
by a machinist's Mate,
Job ,—A Job Is a recurring task or a group of related
tasks performed frequently enough to constitute the basis
for personnel actions, such as training, classification, and
detailing. Ordinarily a man's assignment trill consist of a
single Job, made up of the major or significant technical
tasks of his assignment, and collateral duties. However, It
le conceivable that some assignments may Include more than
one naval Job.
Billet .— A billet may be defined ss the aggregate of
the Job or Jobs and tasks performed by any one worker In a
particular assignment. Xn civilian terms this la the defini-
tion of a position. Thus a man's billet usually consists of
the battle, vr-ten, routine, emergency, and relseellaneous
duties that are assigned to him at any one time. The rel*~

tionship of these duties is explained in Chapter I, In a
short establishment, a billet nay consist merely of tasks
performed recurrently from day to day on a full-time baeia
nuch like a Job in civilian life*
To further clarify the above definitions it should
be emphasized that in the U&vy a Job is concerned primarily
with a nan's technical tasks, These are the tasks which he
perfcms during his routine and vatch duties. His general
ouartere and other duties, as has been pointed out in Chap-
ter It nay or nay not be closely related to these technical
duties, Moreover* the major or significant technical tas&s
in a billet mr« usually those that involve the nan's highest
skills or responsibilities. For example, most ships have
electrician's nates who specialize in the maintenance and
repair of interior eonmunl cations equipment. Although they
nay do other less technical tasks at various times* their
Job is that of interior communications electrician. Simi-
larly* nost ships have a yeoman whose primary duty is to keep
personnel records. Such a yeonan nay have an important bat-
tle station in the "combat information center 11 or in a fire
control director and nay even stand watch on those stations;
however* since he has been tr innt as a personnel yeonan and
was assigned to the ship as such* the major and significant




Billet analysis «• practiced in the U. 3. Navy is a
systematic procedure of studying and recording In detail all
the work performed In a particular billet or Job and all
other pertinent information which helps define exactly what
the billet le and what the requirementa are for a tan who la
to fill it. The procedure is veil standardised and the men
who observe bu& record the information are usually special-
ists who are well trained in this particular field. However,
the analysis can be made by the average officer if the in-
structions are carefully followed, the observers actually
ateh the man or men, in the billet which is under study, as
they perform their various tasks and Jobs, and record the
results. Experienced men in the billet are interviewed con-
cerning the problems of their wor* sm& the qualifications
necessary to perform them.
An outline of the billet analysis schedule form is
shown by Table 1 on page l6. Each schedule begins with a
section of Identification information, which includes the
assigned rating, the billet title, the name and rating of
the incumbent, the department and division in which the bil-
let exists, »n6 the sohedule number. The a ascription of
duties which follows is composed of a billet summary giving
a concise statement of the duties at battle, cruising, and
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1. Hate of the Incumbents
h. Claefsifloutlon:











9. Field Schedule ^ussber:
10. Analysts
11. Dates
B. M3CHIFTZ0II OF DUTIES
1. Billet Summary
2. Statement of tastes
C. PERFORMANCE HSXlUIRSKEHTS
1. neeponelblllty
2* Special Job Knowledge and Skills
J. Special I syehologlcal Charaoterletloe
4. Special Physical Charaoterletloe
5, Other tteoulreftent*
D. HEALTH AKD ACCIDENT HAZARDS
1% DESCKIPTIQH OF DUT* STATXCIM
S?. KlUXlttKMT, KATEftlALS AHD SiOTLXIS
0, TECHNICAL TERfcS AH© 80MS3SCLATURE
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detailed breakdown of the duties of the billet* The third
major division of the schedule lists the performance require-
ments, indicating the scope of responsibility of the inoum-
bent as well as the knowledge And skills end the psychological
end physical characteristics necessary for proper discharge
of the duties. The health and accident hasards* a descrip-
tion cf the duty stations* a list of the equipment, materials,
end supplies with which the incumbent works, and definitions
of technical terns and nomenclature complete the schedule.
The statement of tasks is wary detailed and sometimes
requires several pages to record. It is recorded in suoh a
way that it can be determined exactly what the incumbent has
to know and be able to do. Sketches are sometimes employed
to explain details of the work. Sometimes checkoff lists
that are used by the incumbent in hie regular duties are In-
cluded in the report to help clarify the duties. In order to
indicate the procedure in detail , an example of a typical
billet analysis is given below.
Sample Billet Analysis
The following is a complete billet analysis of the
division boatswain's billet on an attect transport, as actu-
ally made and reported by the rureau of Haval Personnel.
8XIXET ANALYSIS SCREStfUE
BUBEAU OF NAVAL Pft&ONN&L
A. t&tmtnt ZNFORMATICM
1. a. Assigned Bating: BKlc
b. Billet Title: Division Boatswain Billet Ko, 1211
2. Heme: Liles, Lovel Eugene IB months service
•I
1ft
J. Hating of Incumbent: Sttlo$. Classification:
5. Ship underway and In port: A#A #39
S. Short Station: Mo
7. Department: Gunnery
S. Division: First
9, schedule No. 2
10. Analyst: £• M. tforthen, Lt. (Jg) U9HR
11. Cute: 1 Sept. 1$W
B. MQMuemoi OF mXEi
1.
^fa^^gt Hustere his hatch party at fil hatch
and takes hit station near the gear
locker where ha atanda by to super-
vise tha repair of any ho lating gear
which nay ha shot away In tha en*
counter.
1A Ae Division ^oatewain he supervises
the activities of forty-five sen at
the forward three hatohee In removing
all the deck boete and the handling
of cargo from the holde.
Emergency
Fire - musters Flret Division on the port
aide of #1 hatch and stands by.
Fire and Heeeue • suetare at quarters.
Collision - musters his hatoh party at OQ
on the starboard aide of #1 hatoh.
Abandon Ship - Assigned to #1 life raft.
Special Sea Detail
Gives close supervision to anchoring and
docking procedures under the direction of
the Ship's Boatswain or more often under
the direction of the Executive office who
either Megaphones from the bridge or has
his orders amplified from the bridge.
Watches
stands no watches but is responsible for
seeing Hal P.O'e. and assigned seamen on
wgtch lists report promptly to relieve
the watch.
In Fort
Assists the Chief in close supervision and
assignment of tasks in the first Division.
Koutlne Duties
Has supervisory responsibility for the sweep*
ingt washing, and painting of the First
Division &r^ and for the maintenance of
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cleanliness in the three forward troop
holds aft as far as the superstructure.
• ImjlMMl °t T£**»
Battle
0Q Austere his hatch o*rty of fourteen man
on the starboard side of hatch #1 (see
Battle Bill appended).
(1) Is on call to assist Repair Party.
(£) Takes station n*f*r tool looker to
supply repair gear ae needed.
(3) Supervises ths laying out on the




e. Single-up hook and proper
wrenches
d. Splicing gear (fids and
whip ring line)
1A Supervlsss the activities of forty-five
«en at three hatches In the procedures
of debarkation.
(1) Sight LCY's and LCVP's ^r^ removed
frosj the hatches.
Sets up assignment and relief lists.
a. Supervlees use of steadying lines
to aseuret
1 Slight strain at all times.
11 Shift or fleet smartly on
order of hatch captain.
ill No overhand turns or belays
on cleats,
iv cut from under boat; inboard
from all cargo going over-
side.
b. Stops winches if wire fouls or
becomes buried on drums. This
occurs when cable is spooled onto
drums without a strain on It (e.g.
most often in yard ^n6 stay hook-
up) and ttten subsequently a he*vy
load burls* the whip in the
loosaly spooled cable on the drum.
Cable must be onspooled and
slight Strata applied as respooled.
c. Allows no turns on the falls st
any time.
d. etches coordination of the men
operating the guys. Bees that one
relapses his guy as ? ' ly as

the other snubs on the nigger
heud of hi* vlneh f*nd takes up
on the other guy. Blocks break
and lines pert when these guys
pull ag«tin»t e«ch other* lieu*
ally 90$ of etrein on blocks la
from the poor management of the
guys and 10t le from the weight
being hoisted.
(2) Unloading oargo.
a. Personally supervise* the appli-
cation of straps to heavy and
special vehicle* , e.g. use of
spreaders to prevent crushing of
sides.
b. Supervises the placing of tag
lines on vehicles for guiding in-
to and out of hatches.
(3) follows priority sheet on Debarkation
Officer 1 s clip board usually placed
near hatch for reference in seleotion
of gear to accompany troops and gear
to be readied for *©n call* transpor-
tation to the beach.
Conditions 2 and J (day and night steaming):
stands no watches but is available for prompt
relief of watches.
Emergency
Fire - musters division at the port eide of
hatch #1 and stands by for orders,
Fire and Rescue * musters at quartera.
Collision - musters his hatch party at OQ,
station on the starboard side of foredeck.
Abandon Ship - assigned to life raft el.
Routine Duties
(1) Supervises all cleaning in the First
Division according to the Cleaning
II which is drawn up e«»oh Quarter,
iters and supervises working parties
which wash, sweep and paint; wire
brush cable; slush cables and lines.
In Port




(2) Inspects to see that bouts arc ready
to coce off batches and go overside*
hooks placed in hoisting rings with
tripping line in right position;
snubbers are placed on gunv-ies of
bo ft ts
Special See Detail
(1) Supervises the preparation of the anchor,
Anohor is usually prepared and dropped
to the water's edge as the ship cosies
into the harbor as a safety measure




a* Disconnect anchor windlass from
the Ioch..
b. Place chain stoppers in position,
o* ChecK the brake to be sure it
is on.
d. on word *let go* winch operator
releases brake.




Order to let go includes number of
fathose desired. The red pointed
link Indicates 1*> fathoms; white
JO fathoms; blue lg fathoms.
g» Stand by to veer chain.
(2) Supervises 19 men in forward section
for handling mooring lines. (There are
three sections, 56 men, assigned to man
all the lines which are numbered along
the deck from bow to stern)
.
a. takes orders from Executive of-
ficer usually stationed on the
wing bridge and sees that these
orders are executed, e.g. " take
a strain on number two,* * slack
one, *
'
» doubl a-up two and three*'*
"place rat guards on all lines ••
C. JPBRFG&UliCE Hi HEIR'S
*« Hcsponsibllltg
(1) As Division Boatswain he glv*s close super-
vision to the performance of the personnel
of the First Division.
a. Makes muster rcperti to division
officers.




o. Supervises the rotation of assignments
on winches and steadying lines*
d. Give* close personal supervision to
eclai *Uil, aeotion of 19 men.
(2) Has nonaupervisory responsibility for repair
end replacement gear for hoists.
(3) deceives close supervision of the Ship's
feoatevain in handling of Special saa Detail
and hoisting gear.
(U> Rscelves moderate supervision from the di-
vision officers and general supervision from
the First Lieutenant In smtters of upkeep
of area and of troop holds (repair of bunk
bottoms and cleaning)
.
(5) deceives close supervision of the Executive
cfficer when the latter supervisee the
peeiia sea Detail from the bridge.
•• 8pwhA^^ 4 ^^TJif tnfl Him11) Complete knowledge of hoisting gear.
a. Jlacement of straps* sleds, salmon
boards 1 nets, coaling bags* spreaders
,
pallets 1 etc.
b. Doubling up »nd singling up of tackle
on hoists.
0. Repair and replacement of guys, too *
§
lnga , spanners > whips,
per* tIon ot winches
.
e. Use of steadying lines.
(2) Knowledge of ground tackle.
a. Handling of anchor winch.
b. operation of anchor winch.
o. Stowage and cleaning of chain.
(1) Knowledge and ability to use mooring lines.
Ability to supervise men and ler.d them.
a. Sees jobs to be done in terms of
number of men to perform the task.
b. Distributes work on fair basis.
e. Se#»s men's oolnt of view but Insists
upon completion of the task and the
conservation of materials and
equipment.
Reasonableness, confidence and firmness.
**. jfoftcfcfl, hys^4 Cftar.ac,terries
Generaiiy able, about to 30 years of age to
injure sufficient maturity
D. HEALTH AM ACC1D3MT HAZAftDS
1. Danger exists from falling Cargo or gear due to:
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(1) failure to set brakes on topping or whip.
(2) Parting of lines.
(3) verbalancing of load* due to swaying gear.
2. Position exposed to enemy act!
I. BS8CHIPTIQ& Of PUTT STATIONS
1. CM station la forward of number one hatch In a
seelsheltered area near the overhang of the
5/3$* gun tub.
2. Ia etatlcn ie open to enemy aotlon on foredeok
In general*
3* Special Sea Retell station le forward of the gun*
on the bow.
r« BiUIFKEilT, RMWSMJ AND SUPPLIES
1. u^ulpment:
Hoisting gear* chain*, anchors, winches, boat-
swain seats, stages, straps, salmon boards,
nets, ladders, pallets, coaling bags, general
tools such as m*ul* and wrenches, palls,




Lines, cables, clamps, blocks, rags, grease,
canvas, chain.
3* Supplies:
Soap, sand pBp^r^ paint.
0. TECHNICAL TSRKS AK0 KCKENCLATUBE
1. Double up - run hoisting halyard from winch out
to lead block nmr the end of the boom, down to
block over hook, up through block at fn6 of boom
and down to make fast on block above nook,
(fakes about 15 minutes to single up from a
double purchase and reverse). I ee also Item 6).
2. Spanner - guy between upper ends of booms In yerd
and stiy hookup.
3. traps - cable slings used to attach loads to
hoisting hook, sometimes covered with canvas,
sometimes kept apart with spreaders when there
Is danger of cable crushing load.
U. Take a strain - snub ths line gently so that
line tautens.
5. Topped up - at •%& booms remain In cradles or
boom crotches, but when unloading or debarkation
operations are Imminent, booms HT9 raised by set-
tin*? whip brake, disengaging whip, engaging
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top ing clutch $nd rel waning topping brafce; then
pull back on electric winch (0. General
Electric) control lever end topping halyard la
spooled In thereby ralalng end of boon out of
cradle.
6. iouble up mooring « * via heaving line eend bight
to bollard on dock.
This example of billet analysis clearly shows the
great amount of detailed work Involved* and the mass of Infor-
mation th^t la provided about the billet when the work is
properly done.
The analysis of jobs or billets is not new. It has
been practiced in Industry for a long time. Inasmuch as the
term billet , in the sense of a Job* is peculiar to the mili-
tary services » industrial studies are referred to as Job aft*
>? lysis, but the terms are practically synonymous. Frederick
V« Taylor is credited with first Introducing Job analysis un-
der the term * scientific management4 soon after 1900. 2
The term *job analysis* haa two meanings depending
upon the purpose for which the study is made, cne of these
Is the preparation of a Job specification for employment and
pay purposes, and the other one has as its purpose the im-
provement &n& standardisation of the method of doing the
. I« n&ry Department, Bureau of $aval Personnel,
vperi HI .),:•: fc- v- ambiafteii cetowf iv i; .
William H. Sprlegel, /rfricopies of »llfIffieffs Or-
mjygjyyjlioja, . ZJ:. New York: -enUc^i^i,, inc. l*ib.
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work. Both of thane meanings *tt& be discussed orlefly.
The first weaning applies to the MM or lee* super-
ficial study of the work done end the conditions under which
it is done* in order to determine whet the Job actually is,
the oondltione under which it is done, the qualifications re*
quired of the worker to oe able to do the work satisfactor-
ily* and the relative amount of pay which the Job deserves.
The resulting information is summarised in a so-called "Job
specification, * which is used in selecting frost applicants
for employment. The objective is to make it possible for
the interviewer to more intelligently match an applicant's
Qualifications with the requirements of the Job. The infor-
mation is also used for the purpose of job classification,
which will be discussed in a later chapter.
This first meaning also applies to the analysis when
it is used for the purpose of job evaluation or rating to
determine pay rates. In this procedure, Jobs are usually
evaluated in terms of characteristics that set off respective
groups from each other. Ihere is no uniformity in the number
or kind of characteristics used. The number used may range
from five or six to about a hundred in extreme oases. How-
ever, in modern practice relatively few characteristics ere
used, usually from five to ten. ?he following are examples
of some of the more common ones:
3Edwln K. sobinson, l^Mfts ,OjKftn^tfttS ton ao4 yrftg-






U. Responsibility for men, material* and equipment
$. orfcing oondltlona including danger
6. Judgment
A range of point values is usually assigned to the various
elements an^ each Job is rated in accordance with this range
depending upon the importance of the particular element to
the Job* these points am then totaled and compared vith the
totals for other Jobs to determine their relative value for
pay and other purposes* In practice there mra many details
and refinements to this basic system but the above outline
serves to explain the principles Involved.
Job evaluation* in this sense, is praotloed by all
large industries. It is a valuable tool of management that
contributes to both the workers 1 satisfaction and manage-
ments 1 control in the following ways:
1, facilitates the settlement of controversies about
relative wage rates.
2. Shows the relative value of all Jobs within the
business.
3« forms a basis for comparing Jobs between different
business nouses or firms when the same system and
standards are used.
H. Facilitates the establishment of the relative value
hm
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of a new Job.
5* Serves as • basis for maintaining relative uni-
formity of wages in different plants or houses owned
by the same firm* though the actual wage levels may
vary markedly.
The seoond meaning of Job analysis has as its pur-
poset the improvement and standardisation of the method of
doing the work. This involves not so much describing the
work a* it doee dissecting it. The first step in this kind
of analysis is to determine whether the work is really neces-
sary. If it can be eliminated, no more time need be spent
on it. One test of essentiality is tc ask what would happen
If this particular work were discontinued. Elimination of
unnecessary work is the first technical step in any improve-
ment program.
If the work is found to be necessary $ the next step
is to examine everything connected with the Job, starting
with the purpose of the work, the materials and equipment
used, the conditions under which the work is done, and a
minutely thorough scrutiny of the way it is done, often using
time and motion analysis as a background. As a result of
this detailed survey, several facts may be revealed: the
light may be inadequate or may come from the wrong direction;
the machine may be In poor condition or it may be obsolete;
the material may not come in proper shape to work on; the




worker may make many unnecessary motions, which may not only
take up unprofltabiy spent time but also tire him quickly;
the wort may not be mrrgnged to beet advantage; the work
piece may be too high or too low; the seat, if nay, may be
too high* too low* not comfortable, or ill-adapted to the
worker and the work,
From a study of this analysis the Job le improved
wherever practicable, or an almost entirely new Job may be
syntheslsed, with appropriate materials, equipment, and
tools, with as nearly ideal working conditions ae .possible
under the circumstances, the improved Job would use a method
which contains no w^ste motions, no unnecessary effort, no
strain , and which utilises both hinds simultaneously wherever
advantageous and possible, Everything concerned with the
job is then standardised so that wherever this same work is
to bs done the standards established e&n bet set up and ad-
hered to,
HffPtit iHfli Vfft 9$ BUI! i>smllll
Billet analysis in the fcavy is done for practically
the same basic reasons as Job analysis in industry except
thst it is not used basically ss a method of determining
p$#* It is possible, however, that it may be used for this
purpose in the future, there are several reaeone for billet
analysis in the Navy and they will be taken up separately.
As in industry, the primary purpose of billet analysis
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Is to define all Navy Jobs and to determine the minimum
qualifications demanded of the personnel who fill the*. This
is the first step in any effective personnel management pro-
gram. Before naval personnel can be procured fro© civilian
life, the Havy wvist anew the billets for which they are
being procured and the alnimum qualifications each candidate
must possess for satisfactory performance in the Job. Before
the educational planning for each man is effected and train*
Ing schools mr^ set up# the Navy must anew the objective of
the training* and particularly the billet or types of billet
which the graduates are to fill. Before naval personnel are
distributed to the various operating commands, the bureau
suet anew the number, types* and standards for each of the
billets to which they will be detailed. The ultimate goal
of personnel aanageaent is to Insure that the right person
is in the right place at the right time, and a complete
knowledge of the Jobs end the qualifiestlons required to
fill them is the first step in attaining this goal. This
basic information about Navy Jobs and billets is obtained
k
from gmtj ftfiajjfll $q*lf4ttsfff» vhioh •*• the recordings of
the various billets as analysed* An example of one of these
schedules is given on page 17*
Another purpose of billet analysis is to Improve and
An example 1st U.S. Havy Department, Bureau of
Nmyal r-mraonnel, PU*ft,,ft|ml»rtm Scftedftc fw AfA ftft||ft*Q
iMm
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standardise the various billets. When billet analyse* were
first started It was found that there wee a great deal of
difference In the organisation of the personnel on different
•hips and In the particular Jobs and tasks that were assigned
to any one billet* This was found to be true even for ships
of the same type* Another purpose of the work then became
to determine an efficient organisation for each type of ship
and to determine a desirable combination of Jobs and tasks
for each billet. This later developed Into the problem cf
determining these factors for new types of vessels which
were developed* such as the many types of landing craft.
The results of this work are $$ti$\nwn°M f QTMiW Mtd
,mUl*f4 Ballftl
5 for each type of ship, which list all the
billets and gives a description of each, together with state-
ments of the usufI rates assigned and the performance re*
quirements. When practicable these are developed by combin-
ing the best features of studies on several ships of the same
type, normally typical bills listing battle, watch, and
routine duties are also included. This results In more effi-
clent billets and fewer of them so it is easier to train men
for them m^ distribute them once they ere trained.
Billet analysis is also used as a basis for determin-
ing the qualifications for the various ratings and rates.
**An example is: U. 9. Havy Department, Bureau of
&*?V'.*r*?n!!!'1 * Specifications for LCS(t) officer and frU»ted *4U*^» ^ashlngtont ^er>t. 19***.
ii
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It li necessary to constantly study these qualifications to
Insure that they accurately reflect changes In duties &n&
sitllla brought about by current conditions end technological
developments* end to Increase the degree of specialisation
of enlisted training and thus reduce the overlapping between
training for different ratings* In developing these quail-
flections a 0s-ner>a Specification* is prepared for each
rating by combining all of the major requirements from each
of the billet analysis schedules of billets normally filled
by the rating miAw consideration* In doing this, all avail-
able information is used including billet schedules from all
types of ships and stations. The JBMi ,9f l*^MImm\sttsmM
fpr jJMMMBl H IttlMr *• *• pr*!*** from these gen-
eral specifications* As the nase implies this manual lists
In detail the minimum qualifications for promotion to each
rate or pay grade in each of the different ratings*
still another use made of billet analysis is in the
nevsi job classification program, which is discussed in Chap-
ter IV* Much of the basic information for this program is
obtained through billet analysis* the result of this work
wAn example is. tf* 3, Navy Department* Bureau of
Raval Personnel, ftencrajjWifVfrUoflf for ^Woffffl,
(Harpers 16*172 ) . Washington: Dec. QUI
7
•U. 3. Havy Department. Bureau of $aval Personnel*
rs XS06S), tfashlncton: 19^7.
.-..*&*•
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is the frfcittua of Eallafd.Sw Job Classifications,* which
describes some sight hundred different Havy Jobs and assigns
thee, each a code number. Billet analysis is also useful in
the preparation of tables for the identifying of civilian
Jobs with equivalent rtary Jobs.
ror these reasons it can be seen that billet analysis
is a very important and fundamental procedurs in the naval
personnel program, and that it taust be used continuously In
order to keep the information on ftavy Jobs and their quail
~
riof-tlons up to date. It is necessary that all peacetime
billets be analysed but it is even ciore important that this
work be done and kept up to date for all wartime billets,
because it is most valuable and necessary for rapid mobili-
sation and expansion.
trior to ^orld *ar IX . some analyses of Jobs in the
Havy tm& been made* but for the most part the work was hap-
hazardly done ^n^L was uncoordinated, whatever was done was
usually done by some ship or station in an attempt to solve
some local problem. ith the ra Id expansion of the ?%vy
resulting from the necessities of world Her XI the m»& tor
such analysis became quite apparent. In the early part of
the war* analyses continued to be made locally by ships and
*u. ii Navy Department, Bureau of $aval Personnel,








|ki wv i tttttifttt* #*
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stations and also by research groups employed by contract to
conduct studies on specific problems* such as the selection
of gun crews or the selection of telephone talkers. Finally
in the autumn of 19^3* a centralised program of billet analy-
sis was established in the Bureau of Haval Personnel. Two
staffs were organised, one to study the billets of enlisted
men* and the other to study officer billets. Only the
former will be discussed in this paper. Experts were ob-
tained from industry &n& from educational institutions and
they organised and started a sound and efficient system of
billet analysis for the Savy* and directed and coordinated
all such work, their mission was to completely enalyse ail
of the various types of officer and enlisted military billets
In both the peacetime and the wartime Havy. As has been ex-
plained above* their worx finally involved much more than
this* but it was a start on the tremendous and urgent task,
obviously ail of the work could not be accomplished
at once* so work was started on the most urgent problems
first* such as analyzing the most critical billets or Jobs*
to describe the nature of these Jobs* and determine the
qualifications required of the individuals who could fill
them. As outlined above this was necessary so men could be
recruited and trained for the Jobs and ratings. Another
early and urgent problem was the study of the billets and
organisations of the new types of ships* such as landing
craft and a/a 1 ** which were being developed rapidly during
•
3*
the war* this was necessary to establish uniform and effi-
cient organisations for theee Important types of vessels.
Present Statue
Although & considerable amount of Information vat
collected on a number of Jobs and ratings, and many ship* type
specifications iv?ve been published, actually the Navy Is Just
starting on a systematic billet analysis program* ttany types
of ships and activities have not been studied at all* Tor
many naval occupations there Is almost no Information avail*
able and even for those ratings which have been given the
most attention the Information on hand Is limited* A begin*
nlng h&* been accomplished, however* Some data ere available
and* what Is more Important, techniques »nA methods have been
developed and have been tested under actual operating condl*
tlons. Moreover there has been established a Billet and
Qualifications Research division under the Research Activity
In the Bureau of ?*'aval ersonnel whose goal le to eventually
have a complete analysis of every naval officer and enlisted
billet In both the wartime and the peacetime Navy. This
division Is now functioning In e poat-war status with a
small but well trained staff of billet and qualification
analysts. Ihe setting up of this organisation Insures that
the work began during the war will be continued*
Future 8eed
It MM be readily seen that the nature of billet
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analysis i« «uoh that It Is Impossible to bring It to a
definite conclusion or complete It* Ones completed an analy-
sis must be maintained up to date by revisions from time to
time to meet changing needs and conditions* As new equipment
is developed and as new types of naval warfare are adopted
,
Jobs will change and as such changes occur, complements
,
training , and all other personnel programs must be modified
accordingly. It is Important to realise , therefore , that in
s dynamic 8avy some sort of Job analysis will continuously
be necessary.
It is particularly important that billet analysis be
conducted aggressively during peacetime* because it Is in
mobilisation for rapid expansion in time of war that the
most valuable results of the work are derived. These bene-
fits will not be available if the work is delayed until an
emergency arises. It is also true that,, even if time per-
mitted it, analysis is much more difficult to accomplish in
wartime because the ships and the men are devoted to urgent
military necessities and are not as available for such work.
During peacetime, however, it is much easier to give adequate
time to research and to find ships and activities available
for any desired studies. If the possibilities for peacetime
research are properly realised, the Kerry can be prepared to
expend Its personnel force to meet whatever emergency may be
*jcted of It. This cannot be over-emphasized for the sue-
I of fmtmfri moblllzstlcn may be directly dependent on the
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adequacy of our peacetime billet studies.
i—yittf m>n n^aati
While the Billet and Qualification* Researah Divi-
sion of the Research Activity in the Bureau of ftaval Person-
nel will he responsible for conducting a coordinated program
of billet analysis. It cannot be expected to do all the worn
itself. For one thing* its staff Is likely to be oulte
small. The suecess of whatever program way be adopted will,
in all probability, require the cooperation of ships and
stations.
It Is probable* also, that ships and stations will
continue to have looal problems that they will have to solve
on the basis of analyses which they conduct themselves, for
such analyses* adviee and technical assistance will be freely
given by the Bureau of Naval Jersonnel, In return, the re-
sults of such research should be submit ted to the Bureau
vher« they can be added to Its store of data on Job analysis.
Ships and stations will have a still further responsi-
bility. Namely the validation of conclusions and recommenda-
tions made by the Bureau. Even with the precautions taken
to assure the collection of objective d*ta and the accurate
interpretations of such data, it is possible that errors or
omissions may occur. If so, it will be the responsibility
of the ships and stations to call such faults to the atten-
tion of the Bureau along with appropriate recommendations*
•
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which will toe based moat likely upon results of their own
Mljrti
The average line officer will seldom be ©ailed upon
to make a billet analysis, but the completed analysis will
be an invaluable source of information for him. from it* he
can determine the nature of the job to be done, and the
qualifications necessary for a men to carry on the Job effec-
tively. Further* in the shipboard type of analysis, a com-
plete Watch, quarter, and Station Bill accompanies the analy-
sis and this can be of great help to the officer either in
preparing his own bill or in interpreting the bill prepared
by his senior officers. Effective personnel control requires
that all officers have a general knowledge of billet analysis
and the reasons for it, as well as the usee that can be made
of it* this Is necessary so they c«n intelligently utilise
the technique to the fullest advantage » and thus Improve
their handling and supervising of the men who are asalgned
to them*
Because the Navy is such a large organisation, it is
necessary that the personnel functions* such as procurement,
training, and placement, be done in an efficient and scien-
tific manner. This requires a detailed knowledge of all the
Jobs that have to be performed *m the qualifications of the
men required to fill the Jobs. This information is obtr ined
ittf a •'
3*
by a procees known as billet analysis which Is a systematic
procedure of studying &nd recording evsry detail of work
performed in a particular billet or Job smd recording the
qualifications required by the men who fill the Job* The
process Is long end tedious and must follow the procedure im-
plicitly. It Is usually performed by experts who have been
trained for the work, but can also be accomplished by the
&v*ra&* officer If he follows the standard instructions
carefully*
Industry has been practicing Job analysis In one
form or another since about 1900 and has been developing it
ewer since. The problems In industry are practically the
same as those In the Kary. However, the 3avy is larger than
most Industries and, therefore, requires this technique Just
that much more, one of the principle uses made of Job an-
alysis by Industry is to evaluate the value of the Jobs in
terms of wages. This feature has not yet been directly ap-
plied in the Havy but It is entirely possible that it may be
in the future.
The primary purpose of billet analysis is to define
all Mavy Jobs and determine the minimum qualifications de-
manded of the men who fill them. This information is abso-
lutely essential before men can be properly procured, trained,
and distributed to fill the various Jobs or billets. Another
purpose is to improve and standardise the billets and to
establish them for new types of vessels. Analysis is also
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useful in determining the qualifications for the various
rates end ratings $ end it is helpful in the Eavy Job classi-
fication program.
A little billet analysis was practiced in the Navy
before the last war* but this was usually in Isolated eases
where a ship or station was trying to solve some local prob-
lem. At the beginning of the war it was realised that bil-
let analysis was essential and a definite program was started
by the Bureau of i aval Personnel late in 19**3. The most ur-
gent work was done but a great deal was left to be completed.
In fact, the work will never be completed because billet
analysis is a continuous process, once a billet is analysed
it has to be maintained and oorreeted from time to time for
changes that are required because of technological develop*
ments or changes in the methods of conducting naval warfare.
The work in billet analysis is most fruitful when
the Navy is mobilising reserves and civilians to rapidly ex-
pand itself in times of emergency or war. Xn fact* without
m thorough knowledge of the nature oft and the requirements
for* the many wartime billets it is questionable if the
Xmvy could expand as fast as will be necessary to success-
fully wage any war that may develop in the future. It is,
therefore* absolutely essential that full advantage be taken
of the possibilities for peacetime research to provide all
of the information on wartime and peacetime billets, so that
the Kavy will be prepared In the event that mobilisation Is
.
ever necessary.
Ships and stations will b« required to cooperate in
the studies and to test and verify their results* It is
important that ail officers have a general knowledge of the
process of billet analysis and the reasons for it so they
stay use it intelligently and also aid in this work which is
so agential to the Havy.

CHAJTCtt 1X1
THS HAT1M STBUCTUES Of THE MATT
flntroflfrfUftft
The R*n who do the work of the Kavy differ In many
respects. Soste of them can perform one fclnd of a Job or
trade such as cooking, and others do different kinds of
work. Some are relatively young and inexperienced while
others are older and experienced in many situations and in
leading and handling Men, It is obvious that eoste kind of
system Is necessary to identify these various traits of the
different men, so that they can be readily organised into a
working teast with c*eh man being given the Job and responsi-
bility he c«n handle the best, this identifying is done in
the Navy by a system of ratings* rates # and pay grades which
constitutes the rating structure of the Navy,
this chapter will discuss the rating structure of
the *&vy« Some of the more newan teres will be defined
first* then the rating structure will be explained and a few
sample ratings will be described, this will be followed by
a discussion of rates* pay grades, and special qualifications
The functions and use of the system* &n& its relationship to
ceir.pl essen ts and allowances will then be discus Bed.
.
In order to simplify this discussion and to aid in
understanding it* the following terms art defined. Some of
theee were presented in the last chapter but are listed
again for convenience and review,
yaak.—A task Is a single operation involved in the





-A Job is a recurring task or a group of func-
tionally related tasks performed by a worker frequently
enough to constitute his full-time employment.
—An occupation is a recurring Job or a
group of functionally related Jobs which, for classification
purposes, it is expedient to designate by a name or title,
iatl*uu ~-A rating in the Kavy 9 s classification eye*
tea is the name given to en occupation which requires essen-
tially the same kind of aptitude, training, experience,
knowledge, and skills.
Bate.— A rate is a pay grade claeelficatlon within
a specific rating* reflecting levels of aptitude, training,
experience, knowledge, skill, and responsibility, thus, the
rating of yeomen is reducible to the rates of chief yeoman;
yeoman, first class; yeoman, second class; mM yeoman, third
#W M




Pay grade. -~A pay grade U a classification apr^lying
to all enlisted personnel In the timry for the purpose of
determining their pay. All the men within a given pay grade
receive the ease basic compensation. There are eight pay
grades In the Havy, ranging fro* one and one A on through
seven. Fay grade one Is that of a permanently appointed
chief petty officer and pay grade eeven Is that of a seaman
recruit.
Any large activity Involves a number of men working
together to achieve certain goale. Each man la in a billet
ana hae a certain number of tasks to perform. The men are
classified according to their aeelgnmente or the worn they
do. A given assignment may require a man with certain skills
or knowledges or from a given occupation. Thus the activity
may need clerks, bookkeepers, storekeepers, machinists, or
carpenters, the various types of occupations needed group
together to form what is called an occupational structure.
In the &avy the various ratings needed to do the
work form, as a group, the rating structure of the Navy. A
study mf the Navy rating structure involves a study of the
skills and knowledges grouped in each rate, the various
grades necessary for each rating, and other factors.
In a large assembly plant where because of the vol urn*
.
of production a high degree of specialisation la poaaible,
tha organisation approaches that of a task structure rather
than an occupational one* Each worker doea one simple taak.
Aa the volume of work deereaees or ae the number of opera-
tions increases with a given amount of manpower, each indi-
vidual must perform a larger number and greater variety of
teeke fknd the structure becomes more occupational in nature.
Thia partially explains the reason for the recently developed
differences in the peacetime and wartime rating structure of
the Mavy# which will be discussed later.
The rating structure of the H&vy is presented in
detail in part D» Chapter % of the Bureau of Kaval Person-
nel i snual. Ac it is subject to frequent revision to keep
in step with the changing needs of the B&*f § this discussion
of the matter will be general, rather than specific. In
fact, a comprehensive change in the rating structure is being
planned as this la being written to Improve the entire sys-
tem so It will better meet the needs of the Mavy as demon-
strated by the last war. the following description will
therefore apply to the new structure which is tentatively
scheduled to go into effect on 1 January , l$k$.
The new structure consists of eleven groups of
ratings grouped according to broad general functions involved
^1. S. Havy Department, Bureau of Naval Personnel,
>UTg(m,9g %if3ff,3L l|;,ffrff9Q!Jfe EftgMft* *•**••*• Washington;






or according to shipboard organisation. The names of the
groups* such as deck, ordnance, and construction, roughly In-
dicate the basis for classification, Each group Includes a
number of functionally related or associated ratings. Table
2 on pegs W lists the eleven groups of ratings and also
shows the number of ratings In eaeh of three categories,
which will now be explained*
The new rating structure has been made flexible so
that It can accommodate the neeAm of the Havy both In peace*
time and In war, Purlng peacetime the a.ffifffM, HPtlM fiftttflK
will produce broadly qualified, well rounded, versatile per-
sonnel who In time of emergency can be advanced to higher
osltlons of responsibility and authority. Luring wartime
the same rating groups will be divided Into a larger number
of narrower ^frgenoy ?inf^ «*l*flffff» **« •<>*• additional
^1ft»^T#.M%a>»WUL. Istfelj SftliHWH »*U be established also.
This emergency expansion in the number of ratings makes it
much easier to find and train men for any particular rating.
Following a national emergency and a return to peacetime or-
gmnl£*-tion» men In the narrow emergency service ratings will
be required to qualify for the broader general service ratings
in order to be retained on active duty* this will be facili-
tated since the general service ratings are directly related,
occupational ly# to the emergency service ratings. The rela-
tionship between these three categories of ratings is illus-
trated In Teble 3, on pages kj and 46, which lists all of
&* &*c-i • n tM i . . *;
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the ratings in the construction group* The relationship of
the construction group to the entire rating structure 1*
shown In Tuble 3 on page k6* These two tables give * gen-
era! picture of the rating structure.
Hating*
As defined above an occupation Is & elate n#iac given
to a group of Jobs requiring eoa&eson skills end knowledges.
Thus the oeoupetlon of carpentering le the name given to the
group of Jobs requiring skill in woodworking end a knowledge
of wood construction, cabinet making* and the like. This
doee not wean that all carpenters do the same Job* It doee
Indicate, however* that they have a general knowledge of all
the tasks or jobs and can perform some of them with a good
deal of skill.
the Navy uses the term rating synonymously with oc-
cupation. In some instances the skills and knowledges re-
quired to work in a tfavy rating are similar to those of a
paraii el civilian occupation. This is true of such technical
occupations as sheet metal worker or machinist as well as
the maritime trades.
the three new categories of ratings will now be de-
fined in more detail.
ImMMmk iMmtml smtimMl *— * &*n**®l service rating is
facetiae or basic rating which eneo&oasaes a broad and
comprehensive occupation*! area. In peacetime, this is the
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rating held by a man on active duty in the regular Han*
During a period of national emergency and at a time to be
determined, men in a general service rating will be changed
to an appropriate emergency service rating. As an example
a general service rate of construction electrician's mate,
firat class, may be changed to construction electrician's
»ate L, first class, whose qualifications $tr% much narrower
and ©ore specialised.
UtrKfflgy stm?* *Mt*~* ***** mmm
rating is a rating in nay grades one to four inclusive, cov-
ering an occupational area narrower than that of the general
service rating Btid constituting a subdivision into which »en
of the general service rating will be channeled in tiae of
national emergency* An emergency service rating permit* more
specialisation than the general service rating and is de-
signed to make use of civilian skills and occupations with a
minimum of training. Enlistment* directly Into these ratings
will be made In time of national emergency. Following de-
mobilisation, men holding these ratings who wieh to remain in
active duty In the regular r^avy will be required to qualify in
the related general service rating embracing the emergency
service rating they held during the period of emergency, the
Qualifications for these ratings are published for use when
the emergency service ratings are placed into effeot mnd for
the training of reservists holding these ratings, both during
'
*5X
peacetime or during ft period of national emergency.
emergency service rating Is a rating In pay grades one to
four Inclusive to bo piecod Into use upon expansion to n war-
time basis In order to make moet effective use of olvlll n
skills with an absolute minimum of training. In peaeetlse*
the rating will not exist In the regular Havy, the necessary
functions of thin rating being performed by personnel In the
general service ratings ae collateral duty* the qualifica-
tions for these ratings mr^ published for use when the ex-
clusive emergency service ratings are placed Into effect and
for the training of reservists holding these ratings « both
during peacetime or during a period of national emergency.
Examples of this rating are fire fighter and artist*
I review of fable 3 on pages kj and Hg nay aid in
understanding these definitions • and the relationship be-
tween the three kinds of r* tings.
Descriptions and qualifications tar the various
ratings are given in detail In the
^ffifjffiftlit H salifications
for rtTMffiWffflllf 1ft -T'UWi'
2 f°r convenience a few of the
typical ratings will be described to further illustrate the
above discussion.
2U. 3, Navy Department, Bureau of Haval Personnel,
MMIUftJ- fffA)^ffe9ff,tijffi« for Adyanoosjep* jft Hftttflg,
(tevpers 1&0&&), Washington t 19*»7^

J -
BOAtsyAis'a sates (Group I, Dec*)
rim
Boatswain* s states psfftfv ssany types of decfc duties
aboard ship, Including the maintenance of running
rigging, standing rigging* ground tackle, davits*
boat falls # canvas articles* fenders* mooring lines*
and nete. Supervise operation and s<alnt*n$noe of
ship* a boats. Operate and omlntiln construction
battalion equipment used in loading* unloading*
dredging* and underwater construction, Supervise
wording parties and damage control parties, act as
b< sabers of gun crews.
EKRRaCNOY SERVICE HATIN08
ffofl^ftefl'ft *»!« ®—Perforsi deck duties aboard
ships, Supervise damage control and wording r rties.
Act as embers of gun crews.
ttiMmiil lr X''^--- :-- : * r ' te rn6 mint la iJLl ecuir-
»cnt used by construction battalions in connection
with dredging* underwater construction* and hoisting
®n& lowering of equipsen t.
^oatswftlnjs Hate * . --Operate derrlc&s* cr^nna,
winches, tractors* lift trucks, and other equipment
ueed in loading, unloading, and stowing cargo by
construction battalion nativities,
•^uf.tsvpin's frets K,—Fabricate and patch shipboard
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canvas at ©hip repair activities.
Boatswain's Eatm B.~k1k or? net, booms, block*, end
tacKle at ship repair activities* Splice manila
and wire rope.
msTRtyttflMBI (Group IV, Precision Equipment)
GENERAL SCHfXOS KATXMfr
Instrumentmen Install, test, c iibretc, overhaul,
and repair mechanical instruments, such as meters,
gages, office machines, watches, end clocks. (This
does not include chronometers, electronic devices,
interior oommunie tlons equipment, or aircraft and
optical instruments*) *orfc from blueprints and
schematic drawings; recondition instruments, and
select and set Jewels in Instruments, watches, and
clocks. Keep records of work done in repair shop;
prepare requisitions for spare parts and supplies.
Repair mechanical parts of eleotricl instruments*
SKEBdiKCX 8£KVXC£ KATIKOS
Instrumentmen v.—Bepair, clean, and adjust watches
mnd clocks (except chronometers) used in the Navy.
Are assigned to repair ships and shore stations*
inetrumentmen .—Maintain and repair typewriters
tm& other office equipment at large shore installa-
tions or aboard tenders*
JM*r*l«fl%i1ffi X.— Install, t*et, calibrate, overhaul,
.
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and repair Bechanierl Instruments, such as ©etera,
gages, and hairspring lnatruaanta. Hapalr Mechani-
cal parts of electrior 1 instruments. Are assigned
to r^p&lr ehlps and shore stations.
--
- | HhPMi fi MsaVnttlMMM • AittiriM
a«HSMAL SEHYICK RATXW
Yeomen perform cleric**! end secretarial duties of
all kinds on ships and stations* Including typing,
filing, operation of duplicating equipment, and gen-
eral offlos work; handle correspondence, prepare re-
ports, m& maintain necessary records and official
public tions. Act as reoordars for deck courts and
as reporters for courts-mertial. Personnel In
higher pay grades qualify as stenographers.
KMfcKCX SKKUCfc HLVUm
Xsomen T.—Perform clerical duties of all kinds on
ships and stations, Including typing, filing, opera-
tion of duplicating equipment* and general office
work; handle correspondence, prepare reports, and
maintain necessary records and official publications,
Act as recorders for deck courts.
Yeomen £3 .-fake dictation of correspondence, reports,
court a-»$rtlal material* using a typewriter, when




lUOanaST'g KATES (Group VII , Engineering & Hull)
ftfiNgRAL SEHVICE KAfXHG
machinist' e mates operate and perform upkeep on
main steam engines (either reoiprooeting or turbine
types) and auxiliary engine-roos; and boiler-room
ectuipment, such aa pumps, compressors, valves, oil
purifiers, hast exchangers, governors, and reduc-
tion gears. Maintain and make minor repairs to out*
aide machinery, such as the steering angina, anchor
windlass, cranes, elevators, and winches. Operate,
maintain* and repair refrigeration and air-
conditioning equipment. Perform duties on genera*
tion, stowage, and transfer of the following indus-
trial gasses; oxygen, acetylene, carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium,
mZMVMGX 3&BVXCE KATXHOS
mamhlnis^'s >§a|ea frlf - -Operate, maintain, and make
operating repairs to main propulsion &n6 auxiliary
maenlner? of steam propelled vessels.
yfffrJMffVg Eftifff Bt—Operate, maintain, and repair
refrigeration &nd air-conditioning equipment.
Hmohfrnlat * s && t e , .—Operate and maintain i&aeninery
for generating and compressing Industrial gas &n&
for charging compressed-gas containers.

5*
BUXLP&KS (Group VIII, Construction)
GSM&HAL SERVICE RATING
Builders construct, erect, maintain, and repair
frane, timber, and concrete structures, such as
warehouses* hospitals, barracks, bridges, treaties*
tanks, buildings, wharves, and cofferdams. Perform
auoh auxiliary operations as shoring, underpinning,
pile jettying, capping, driving, and cribbing.
Operate aawieilla and cnbin^t and carpenter shops.
Build concrete forms, place reinforcing steel, and
batch ©is, *?.nd place concrete in ell tyj*ee of struc-
tures, including underwater installations. Direct
logging operations.
HCs^HOEHCY SEHVI ?IH<»
guilders. *.—acrfe on light construction, such as
buildings, warehouses* and hospitals,
guilders I..— ork on heavy construction, such
wharves, docks, cofferdaaa, and trestles.
Ho examples of exclusive emergency service re. tings
hm^ been given because the detailed descriptions for these
ratings are now being developed sjsf »r^ not yet available.
requirements for these rr tings will be very much like
their civilian counterparts.
A review c-f the sample ratings listed above reveals
that the 4©bs grouped into a rating have coercon and related
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characteristics. In determining whether certain Jobs have
sufficiently common ch&racterietica to be grouped into a
ing it le necessary to consider sever*! factors, the sore
importsnt of which are?
1, Kind of training and experience required to perform
the Job* This factor will indicate the skills and
knowledge required.
2, Kind of aptltudee required to perform the Job* In-
cluded are both physical characteristics and mental
aptitudes.
3, rind of equipment operated* tools used* materials
worked, or artloles produced.
k, Surroundings in which performance of Job occurs , in-
cluding the administrative organisation within which
ths Job is located.
ordinarily » the first two feetors—those concerning
training* experience, and aptitudes—determine whether Jobs
are alike or unlike; therefore, they can be considered the
most important factors. However* there «lt^ occasional Jobs
which may possess common factors but which are so different
in wording environment, tools and equipment used, or materials
worked with, that they »rn better placed within different
ratings.
The men operating within the various ratings in the
.
5*
tfavy are compensated according to their ability and training.
Hate* of pay ara regulated by Congress and for the armed
force* are grouped into what are celled pay grade*. All sen
within a given pay grade receive the same compens; tion. the
highest pay grade for an enlisted man la pay grade one*
That 1* the pay grade of a permanently appointed chief petty
officer. The lowest pmy grade is that of a seaman recruit,
which la pay gr**de seven.
Enlisted personnel in pay grades one, two, three*
and four are Unown as petty officers. Petty officers In pay
grade one are chief petty officers and those in pay grades
two, three, and four nr^i petty officers first class, second
claas, and third class respectively. The designations,
chief, first class, second class, and third class, are known
as r&tee. Thus there is a direct relationship between a
petty officer's rate and his pay grade. Care should be
ta&en not to confuse rate and rating. Hate is the class of
the petty officer, first, second, third, or chief, whereas
rating is the name of his occupation, such as machinist's
mate, signalman, or boatswain. Thus the rating of yeoman
includes all men of th*t occupation having the rates third
class, second class, fir«t class, snd chief. The relation-
ship of the pay grades to the rates and one category of non-




FAY GRADES OF NAY* OUSTED MEN
?
1 Chief Putty Officer (permanent Appointment)
1A Chief Petty Cffie*r (acting appointment)
ett^ officer first Class
Petty Officer Second Class
Petty Officer Third Class
se«m«n Apprentice
Seaman Kecruit
cne of the purpose* of the rating structure is to
provide opportunities whereby men may earn promotion and
increased pay as a resuXt of learning more about and becoming
more skilled in doing technical work within their respective
ratings* There are, however, many jobs in the Havy which,
for one reason or another, cannot be assigned to any one
rating, but must be performed by men of various ratings as
collateral duties in addition to the normal duties of their
ratings. Such additional Jobs involve a high degree of
knowledge and skill, consequently a man is required to devote
much time and effort before he is able to perforce them effi-
ciently. Because of the cxtr* time &n& effort required and
because It is necessary that the Navy have available men
with these extra skills, an Incentive has been established
to encourage men to qualify for such Jobs, this Incentive
is a system of so-called special qualifications, which
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provide special in* ignis and, In soet instances, extra com-
pensatioji for men who are qualified.
The requirements for the Various special qualifica-
tions are set forth in pert £, Chapter J>, of the Bureau of
3
iaftlftJL iW*WWl yMHtf.> **> generel they include: stations
for which extra compensation Is allowed, skill requirements,
knowledge requirements, special physical requirements,
length of time for which qualification is effective 9 oppor-
tunities for requalifying periodically , and number of men
allowed extr? compensation. Some of the special Jobs, which
involve the use of arms ^nti for which men may currently re*
celve extra compensation are: aviation gunner* gun crewman,
gun rangeflnder operator, gun director crewman, expert rifle-
man, and expert pistol shot. In addition there are other
special qualifications, including those for men qualified
for duty aboard submarines, or for duty as divers, aviation
allots, welders, motion picture operators, or training
Instructors.
Certain of these cpeelal qualifier tlone, such as
svl&tion pilots and divers involve a very substantial in-
crease in compensation. However, the requirements for re-
ceiving this extra pay are that a certain amount of the
special work actually b«? performed within specified periods
%• S. Uavy Department, Surer u of #av»l Personnel,
Wf" Pf %y*l f«r«21»*«m #gSfA> Kevlscd, Washington:
ovsrnment Printing C ffice, 19 r*5«
•
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and that the spteUl quailfi catlone be assigned to the al-
lowance of the eomraand to which the Kan Is attached.
The rating structure of the II. S. Navy hat been out-
lined above and reason a for Ite existence have been discussed.
Some of the direct wave In which the rating structure le
used will now be taken up.
It la emphasised that* since a rating la a rather
general occupational group, the only direct usee which can
be made of ratings must necessarily be general also, never-
theless, several of these general uses are ^wy Important,
the chief ones a&ong thest are as follows j
Recruiting .—By providing occupational areas within
which men have an opportunity to learn occupations and to
advance In skill, nowledge, responsibility, and pay* ratings
im»l tangible ni&val careers. As such, they offer posi-
tive inducements and motivation to potential naval recruits,
Xcaljainj^.—Ratings provide convenient classifica-
tions around which to plan tnfi& organite training programs
on the level of basic or elementary training for an occupa-
tion. Included in this type of training are the Navy's
class *&* and elss§ *k* schools.
Promotion .—stings provide a basis for advancement




increased usefulness to the fcavy within ni« own occupational
ax*es •
tlnf etratlcn .—He tinge provide classifications #nd
symbols for the maintenance of personnel records and the
designation of men whenever occupational groups are adequate.
Job classification* which will he discussed in the next chap-
ter, assists in breaking this down to a finer degree.
kor&jLc»~-Throttah the use of insignia and continual
reference to their ratings, a psychologic*! stimulus is given
to enlisted men. Such recognition of the distinction of
n&vrl occupations* by enhancing the concept of a naval career
,
contributes to the morale and efficiency which are eo essen-
tial to the Ma*?.
In addition to theee direct uses of naval ratings,
there are indirect uses that are also Important » This is
especially true of those uses discussed in the next chapter
in which ratings are supplemented by Job classification.
this discussion of ratings mnd the rating structure
of the Havy would not be complete without an explanation of
complements and allowances. A ship's complement is its man-
power budget expressed In terms of the number of mm in each
rate &n& rating that are deemed necessary to operate the
shi ,
IqMmNv
#»* < v '• -*
•
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Complements vary from ship to ship or among ship
type* and classes In accordance with several factors, in*
eluding: (1) stations to be canned during battle and vetch,
(2) equipment to be operated, end (3) limitations as to
living space and weight as established by the Bureau of
Ships* hen these factors are translated into terms of rat-
ings* p*$ grades, and eventually Job classifications, the
resulting complement becomes the basis of personnel actions
for the ship. The ship will organize its men into divisions
and watch sections in accordance with the complement and men
will be detailed to the ship and transferred froa it in ac-
cordance with the complement as modified by the current al-
lowance for the ship.
Allowances represent the number of men in each rate
and rating to be actually assigned to a ship, Whereas com-
plements are relative tables, changing only as there are
physical modifications in the ships, allowances may vary
froie time to time in accordance with the sice of the naval
force. In wartime • complements may even be exceeded slightly
for such purposes as training men to be subsequently trans-
ferred to newly constructed ships. During peacetime, how-
ever, when battle* are not imminent and when the naval force
is reduced* allowances may be considerably below complements*
the rating structure of the Havy consists of ratings,
rates, and pay grades which roughly identify the abilities
• Mi #d <Mt m .*:'?-,







and traits of the various «en required to operate the ooasplex
Kavy. This i» necessary so the Ken can be readily organised
Into a smooth working teas with each man being given the job
that he ean handle the beet.
The Navy le constantly revising and Improving the
rating structure to meet the oontinuoualy changing needs of
the service, night now a major revision is being planned
which will incorporate the many beneflta which world %*r XX
demonstrated to be desirable, the details of this revision
have &lrm&y been announced in preparation for making it
effective on 1 January 19**&.
o new rating structure groups the ratings into
eleven groups which were determined by the broad functions
involved or the shipboard organisation, it has also been
made much more flexible so it can accommodate the needs of
the 8avy both in peacetime and In war. During peacetime
there will be fewer broad ratings, each of which will cover
many tasks and Jobs. In wartime the number of ratings will
be more specialised anH **gree more closely with similar
civilian Jobs that may exist. This will facilitate the
utilisation of civilian experience and the training of men
for a given rate. It also fits the wartime organisation of
the n&vy much better as there arc many more men to perform
roximately the s&me number of tasks.
The n*w categories of ratings are: the General Serv-
ice Hating which is a broad peacetime rating held be all mm
I*
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on motive duty In the regular mry In peacetime} the Emer-
gency Service Bating which is much more specialised end Is
mad* by dividing the general service rating into several
special eenriee ratings; the Exclusive Emergency Service
Rating, which ie a wartime rating designed to make the most
effective use of civilian skills with a minimum of training.
Each rating is divided up into rates for the purpose
of identifying various degrees of ability and training, and
for the purpose of paying the men. There are n^yfti pay
grades in the enlisted branch of the Navy and e? oh one cor-
responds to an equivalent rate or classification. In addi-
tion to ratings the ftavy hue a system of special qualifica-
tions for the purpoee of identifying men who are qualified
to perform some special task or Job which beoauee of its
general or special nature does not fit well into any particu-
lar rating. The special qualifications are Indicated by ap-
propriate insignia and moat of them give the men who hold
them extr* compensation. In some cases » such as divers and
aviation pilots, this extra compensation is very substantial.
The rating structure is very important in the proper
administration of personnel in the Havy and is used In
nearly all phases of this work including! recruiting, tr&in-
lag, distribution, promotion, and building morale. It is
important tbet every officer and prospective officer have a





The last chapter discussed the rating structure of
the Navy and explained how ratings and rates are used to
roughly classify men according to their abilities and train-
ing* In the old Navy this procedure was adequate , but all
the technological developments that have been made recently
have made the work of the Havy so complex that a great deal
of specialisation is necessary in order to perform it effi-
ciently. This specialisation naturally requires a great
many more different Jobs than was necessary under the old
H**¥. In order to stake the traditional rating structure suf-
ficiently selective for the efficient training and detailing
of sien on the higher mn& more specialised levels * it has been
supplemented by a sy state of Navy Job classification to iden-
tify individual Jobs. This has become an Important part of
naval personnel work »n& a naval job classification code
number is now a part of ey^vf man's service record.
This chapter will Introduce and describe the $avy
job classification codes and will also outline the Job class!




use of it. the application of the eyete* will be explained
and the chapter will be conciuaed with a diecuesion of the
proeent development* end probleeie etlll to be aecc&pliehed
In Job el*eelficetion in the Navy,
The M*vy Job classification eyeteet aeelgne « etanderd
title and m five-digit numerical oode to each of the hundred!
of epeelalleed Jobe performed by enlieted pereonnel on ell
the ehipe end etatlon* throughout the Navy, trie eyote* ie
intended tc contribute If the ©ore refined detailing of pei*-
eonnel in terete of individual efciile end the requirement e of
Jobe to be filled, for thie purpoee the traditional rating
etrueture* which wee deeerlbed in the leet chapter, hue
proven to be inadequate. The complexity of Machinery &n&
operations of the modern Mevy h*e aade neoeeeary the develop-
ment of IfcM store comprehensive and flexible job olaetlflce*
tlon ey*te&* under which every enlieted sen le *esigned a
title end oode Indicative of the H*vy Job which he ie beet
quelifled to perform, the MtiMl ti WeaVeta* HM jjfc *afttf~
frtttMMflW* *• the wrung annual which deecrlbee eoec
eight hundred different Ravy Jobe end aeelgne the® each a
code nu*ber. thie annual aleo give* other detalle of the
ay ate* and explain* how It uee it*
min i mum i— wiNn ow mmmmmmmmtmmmimutmm i , m iim mioi ww mi wm
I
, &avy Department » Bureau of Naval Pereonnel*




Basic Elements of the System
tvy Job Definitions.—Accompanying each Job listed
In the Job classification eyelets le & brief definition of
the Job* This definition le not a complete analysis of all
the tasks involved, but it le intended to Indicate those
significant aspects of each Job which make It different from
all others
.
Smvjr Job Title . ~~Saoh classified Job hae been as-
signed a specific Job title. Official abbreviations have
been made for some of the titlee when practicable. In all
records and coamunicatiane where Job titlee mr9 used, the
standard official abbreviation may be used. It Is important
th*t they be used exactly as given in the manual and that no
other abbreviations be made or used.
Ifmy.y , Vpb rrQqflf « ->«&aoh Job ia assigned a five-digit
number. This is the $avy Job code, whenever the %vy Job
title la uaed, the n»ry Job code ie also used. However, in
some reports and tabulated records , the Kavy Job code ©ay
be used without the title. Since some of the Job titlee
have sever?*! different code numbera to show specialization
in certain combinations of equipment, It ie important to
always record the correct code number and to record it
accurately,
?flft^9f %M%* Coflf.—Thm service type code is a
3*
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system of two-digit number* which identify the major types
of Navy ships and shore activities. The function of this
code i« to identify the type of activity In which each men
acquired the Havy skill* Indicated by the job title And
cod* assigned to his* seme examples of service typo codes
ere given in fable 5 on this page.
Table 5







MBiHH IBM gffftlffl fry Bate
•Carrier Type Aircraft (Casu, GssuF, Casrv)
•Armed Guard
.Aircraft Garrier (CV and CVB)
.Battleship (BB) and Large Cruleer <C8)





•field Construction Unite and activities
•Depots* storehouses, tores and Supplies
• iseellaneoue
Hi9T 19\> SftBHPff«~»*U ***** Jo&« **• organised into
nine basic major Job groups with further breakdowns within
each group. These major Job groups with their code numbers
are listed In table 6 on the following page.
Examples of Classified Jobs
Tnt ttfrHMfil Of finaettfft,,Kjtt Mt> s^WlftftsMOfll





MAJOR RATI JOB GROUPS AHP CODE NUMBERS




30000-^9999 Engineering end Repair
40000*49999 Metal forking. Construction, A Utilities
50000-59999 Aviation
70000-79999 Administrative and Clerical
£0000-69999 Technical and Miscellaneous
90000-99999 Medical
classified. A few of thee will be given here as samples of
typical Jobs. It will be noted that each Job has a Job code
or number* a job title, a definition of the Job t and some-
times an abbreviated title whenever abbreviation is permis-
sible*
Performs all duties of quartermaster watch stander
and, in addition, is qualified to supervise other quar-
termasters as quartermaster of the watch on a large
Under supervision, performs all ordinary duties of
quartermaster operating with the fleet; acts as helms-
man, stands after steering watch, makes log entries,
takes and plots bearings, interprets bouys, channel
markers » and visual signals, and takes soundings; winds

n
and sets chronometers. Kay correct chart* end publica-
tions. Is femlll&r with the purpose and use of all
navigation instruments May instruct strikers and act
at quartermaster of the watch*
omo QgqwufsyfcR. basic (on, Basic)
This classification in for rated or non-rated men,
including strikers, who perform routine or basic Quar-
termaster duties »n& who are not fully qualified for a
specialized classification. Graduates of class *** Q.P
school who have had no significant experience should be
resigned this classification.
9 Routine Maint)
under supervision, runs routine cheeks and teats on
fire control circuits and equipment, and operates equip-
ment at general quarters; performs routine electrical
and mechanical repairs under general supervision, such
&s replecing ln&ul&tlon, replacing brushes in electric
footers, replecing simple parts in lead computing eights,
and staking simple adjustments to synchro systems. *»y
aeelst with major repairs of equipment in the capacity
of learner m^L helper*
Assign classification code below depending upon type
of director system on which primarily qualified:
11*311 Kk 37 Director System
11512 Uk 33 Director system

7*
11^13 Kk H Director System
11521 Kk 3**, Kk 38, or Kk director Syetem
11§2&* Obsolete (Kk 32 Director system or Below)
11531 Kk $2, Mk 5T# or hk 63 Director System
1153* «k 51 Director
lttwMj6Ja>aW»««»^<MWpMM«l»MMI II IIIH I—WWMM—hwfg——" ' " 1" ' * " " 'll—M——Xi 111 llll»ll*Ill
.o opr, Reeg~Transmlttlng}
Receives ana transmits radio messages on various
type* of circuit* aboard ship or at a chore station;
tunes equipment and adjusts controls for volume and
clarity} receives International Morse Code or voice over
headphone, and types messages in either plain language
or code groups; transmit* mee&agee by voice or key;
keeps accurate circuit logs. May decipher or encipher
headings and cell signs*
*>w qHAMug fomm
Supervises earth moving work involved in the con-
struction of such utilities as sever and water lines,
roads, airfields, building excavations, and under water
excavations* May use level end transit to make spot
surveys*
'ftlll MRCKAK, *-•:» i. ^;-K:.^. m .(Aircraft Metal wkr,
In addition to duties performed by Aircraft Metal
worker, Line Maintenance, makes major metal repairs in
#0*
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acta shop, such as reconstructing badly damaged fuselage,
wings, electors, hatches, cowling, bomb bay doors, and
empennage; lays out, fabricates, and carrlec through to
completion the assembly and installation of large sec-
tions of airplane. May check alignment of reconstructed
plane with plumb lines end ether devices, fcay perform
welding tasks.
72100 tm-:-: ,Mi.i,.i I »&ms (Ycommn, adm)
Performs responsible clerical and stenographic
duties involving comprehensive knowledge of navel cor-
respondence* the Navy filing system, naval organization,
naval courts and boards , naval personnel procedures and
records , and reports &n& publications In general* Must
be able to take dictation at a minimum rate of eighty
words a minute* Usually acquires the necessary quali-
fications as a flag yeoman or a Captain 1 s yeoman* or as
an Executive officer 1 a ^wmm on a large ship.
Altogether some eight hundred Jobs have been identi-
fied. Some of them* such as the quartermaster samples given
above* are representative of seagoing Jobs that may be de-
fined rather broadly* The Job, "Quartermaster, Basic,* is
typical of Jobs that Identify strikers or men of low skill
level In various ratings. Other Jobs, such mB 'fire Qontrol-
man, Routine Maintenance, 41 identify men of m advanced and
highly specialised akill level, it will be noted that this






identifies a special type of fire control equipment on which
the man Is cepeoially qualified* An important feature of
the classification system is that it la flexible ao that new
Joba nay be readily added and old ones changed as necessary
to meet the changing needs of the service. The manual con-
tains instructions on how to obtain a code* title* and de-
scription of Jobs which are not listed In it.
Job classification of some kind has been used in in-
dustry for a long tlrce. It first started in e* ch smell or-
ganisation and then spread to groups of organisation* In
each type of Industry* It then became used by all indus-
tries and activities throughout the nation* but in a loose
and uncoordinated mnner. Finally about 1933 *n* **• §# Em-
ployment Service* under the Department of Labor* began work-
ing on a project to develop a nationally applicable system
of occupational classification. By 193** * temporary list
of occupational titles with code numbers had been prepared
and were? used for statistical reporting. By 193$ the 9cou~
mtt<mtf UlsVsl MsUsmmml Hi W ml BmMsJl $wvl9mm%nQt-
flcee was published. This book contained a fairly compre-
hensive liet of occupations and code number** but was recog-
nized tm be inadequate in several respects, finally in 1939
the Mctlonarv of Occupational Titles? was published. It*
i , *.:;
S# ^P* ?**14* Service* glfltftoftary of ffffflr





along with its latest supplement , li the btisis for all In*
duetrlal job classification In the I nlted States today,
Th* af^Mwi m mmmiU.mlM$km5 ****** J*
definitions for over seventeen thousand separata Jobs,
These ara also known by over twelve thousand alternate titles*
which brings the total ausvher of defined titles to over nine*
teen thousand, there »r% eoaie seven thousand separate aode
numbers which represent these titles, the smaller number of
code numbers is due to the fast that so&e of the aode number*
represent sever*! title*. The latest J^AWIXtif 9*§mr
adds over six thousand additional
definitions ®tt& *ore than two thousand new aode numbers to
the origins- i worn* $n& there will he additional inoreasea
from tisie to tiae,
the classification structure of the Pietioary has
been worked out on a systematic basis, ?,very digit in eaeh
code number indicates something of the nature of the occupa-
tion symbolized, the occupations in the Dictionary ere
first divided into broad groups or categories on the basis
of their overfall nature. The occupations in each of these
groups in turn are subdivided a nimber of times into
iiniummiiii—m i u .iij—
i
i ni iim iiwii
, » ureeo of Manpower Utilisation, M&Wm^M?W^M %W&* M>AMW$* Edition III, y&ehingtom
<leverniient Printing office, 1945,
I ctionary of Occupational Titles, £$• oltf .
i iotionary of Occupational Titles Supplement, eg, jjU,
.
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progressively more limited groups of occupations. The finer
the subdivision i end consequently the more limited the group,
the higher the degree of occupational similarity between the
occupation* in the subdivision. The first digits of the
code number* show the broad occupational groups; each sue*
eesslve digit shows progressively more Halted groups* end
consequently closer occupational relationships. In other
words, all codec with the same first digit represent occupa-
tions that have certain general characteristics in common;
gill codes with the same first three digits represent occupa-
tions that have a great many characteristics in common; all
codes with the ease first four digits represent occupations
with still more characteristics In common. When all but the
last digit are the same the Jobs are very similar exoept for
some small detail* which Is indicated by the last digit,
fable 7 on page 77 shows the major occupational groups and
the first digits of their codes.
Complete code number of skilled and semiskilled oc-
cupations are six digits in length. All others ere five
digits In length. The code numbers* are written with a hyphen
between the first and second digits and s decimal point be-
tween the third and fourth digit. Examples ares 6-\JO#370
and 2~<?9.62. A couple of examples of Job descriptions arc





IN tm PICTIOHAB* 0F OCCUPATIONAL TXfUBI
First Digit
of Cf4e number Mijtf gM—lfc—li QjEffllPi
Professional end Managerial Occupations
1. ....... . Clerical and Salts Occupations
3* ....... . agricultural * Fishery , forestry , and
Kindred occupations
k & § ..^killed Oooupatlons
6 & / semiskilled Oooupatlons
$ * 9 Unskilled Oooupatlons
0-W.60 photographs the topography of the ground from the
sir, and from such photographs prepares or revises tooo-
grephie&l maps*
ffttfiftr fifii ?ffm4flM <®*S** *«> 6-39.216 Heplaoee
broken or damaged sections of cigar boxes with new sections;
examines imperfect boxes for extent bt\& location of damage;
knocks damaged section from box with light hammer, and re-
moves nails with nail puller; selects new section of box
fro*; stock, fits section to box, and nails securely »n&
neatly to box with hammer; smooths edges of new section with
hm& plane*
The Kavy uses these civilian occupational codes to
record the olvlllim occupational experience of all enlisted
men when they first enter the &avy. The code is entered in
a space provided on page *U of the enlisted man's service

7*
record* The oan's civilian Job title and a brief descrip-
tion of his experience la filled In on page 4b of hl« record.
This information then becosies a permanent part of each nan* a
record and la useful In further training and detailing of
men to their naval assignment* or billeta.
All enlisted nen are now given a Navy Job title and
•ode and a service type code* The Job title and code as-
signed to a man indicate the highest level of naval duties
which he is qualified to perform. They »r^ assigned to each
oian strictly on the basis of his Mavy skills* regardless of
what rating or pay grade he may have. In this way sen are
propwly classified even though their highest qualifiestlons
§lT9 outside of their actual rating. If a man is qualified
in several jobs this is indicated on his record , but the
highest level Job is the one that Is always used with his
rating and rate for statistical purposes. Classifications
are originally assigned to men by classification offices or
by the commands to which they are attached. It is the duty
of the commands to report changes in their men f s classifica-
tions whenever new abilities are acquired by thee. The Job
codes and service type codes are particularly well adapted
for use in the punched card system of machine record keeping.
In Chapter 111 it was pointed out that ratings are







th**t Is satisfactory. Tor uses requiring distinctions finer
than occupations, however, ratings suet be supplemented by
additional information. It is in supplying this eupplemcn-
tary Information that Kavy Job clarifications have their
primary application. Bating* ere valuable when men in en
occupation are considered as a groups but suet be supple-
mented by Job classifications when sen are to be considered
on the basis of their individual skills and abilities.
&mong the chief functions in which ratings suet be supple-
©anted by Job classifications are the following
t
allowance* t and bill eta are outlines of manpower needs for
ships and activities* These needs cannot be properly indi-
cated without the use of Job classifications* Prior to the
development of Job classifications, ratings were the best
classifications available. It is expected* however , that
complements, allowances, and billets will in the future in-
corporate the use of job classification.
ItonUAnM^ VLMM *>*: ,Mft *-»**»• •utsifioatioa
of sen for duty Involves classification on the basis of
their aptitudes, training, and experience. During World War
IX , classification centers developed many techniques of in-
terviewing and record keeping, the Havy Job classification
structure is the culmination of these efforts.
>
petalllftft .— Detailing is the function of assigning
men to duty and includes assignment to further training as
well as assignment to ships and stations. hen complexente
and allowances are In terms of specific job needs and when
men have been classified on the basis of Job qualifications,
detailing becomes a setter of matching men with jobs.
^rftn^M*—gXfentary training nay well be
organised on the basis of occupations $ however, advanced
training m%^» to be more specialised. In many instances
this specialisation may be achieved by organising such train-
ing around Kavy Jobs.
Some eight hundred separate Kavy jobs have been de-
fined and coded and more are being added to this list con-
tinuously, ths t). 3. ^apartment of Labor is now In the pro-
cess of preparing a new edition of the jftotlonnr* of counar
tlon&l .IMtlee and is planning to include the Navy Job classi-
fication system »n^i the Army Job classification system »» an
appendix. The Army has a similar system of Job classifica-
tion whose details differ from both the Havy and the Indus-
trial system. Combining the three systems In a single volume
will be very helpful | however, a much greater improvement
could be made.
Kavy Job classification and Industrial Job

SI
classification *r« both done for the same basic purpose.
That in to define the Job?, give the© specific titles, and
code them In t systematio manner ad they can be easily used
to classify Jobs and Indicate the qualifications of men re-
quired to fill the jobs. Both systems accomplish this pur-
poee within their own field. However, the coding systems
used are entirely different and have absolutely no relation-
ship to tstfi other* For this reason* it is fortunate that
the hyphen and decimal point In the industrial system eode
numbers readily distinguish it from the simple five digit
code number of the Havy system. A review of Table 6 on page
70 will reveal that In the aavy system the major groupings,
as Indicated by the first digit of the oode number, are
based upon the major divisions of occupations as found in
the &avy. On the other handi a survey of fable 7 on page 77
shows that in the industrial system the major groupings,
whieh are elso indicated by the first digit of the eode num-
ber, are based on an entirely different system which covers
the entire civilian occupational field end many of the Jobs
found in the Navy.
Inasmuch as the Revy now uses both systems in its
personnel work and in the event of another emergency will
undoubtedly make much more use of the industrial system* it
would be i tremendous advantage to both fields, but especi-
ally to the Navy, if one system were used throughout the
Navy and the industrial world and all code numbers were
as *••"
02
interchangeable mad had exactly the same meaning* At the
industrial system has more than tan times as many Jobs de-
fined end coded than the Havy has* and its basic coding sys-
tem is aiore comprehensive* it appears that it may be prac-
tical for the Havy jobs to be rseorded under that system*
This possibility is suggested as e problem for further study*
This suggestion also applies equally veil to the Amy system.
A review of current personnel reports reveals that
the job classification is not being mept up to date for all
enlisted men. this is evidenced hy the fact that many high
rated men such as chief end first class petty officers still
carry basic Job codes which normally would be assigned only
to seamen recruits or seamen* While these outstanding exam-
ple® ere not extremely common they occur frequently enough
to indicate that the classification system is not being car-
ried out properly* It appears that some new system of report-
ing ®h%n&m in qualification* would be desirable* It might
be practical to require the review and reporting of a man 1 *
Job code each quarter when the quarterly marks ere given*
the code number could be reported on the seme cerd ee the
quarterly marks in en appropriate space* This possibility
is also suggested mm a problem for further study* In order
for the Job classification system to function properly and
serve its purpose it is obvious that it must be understood,




With the repld expansion of the Navy In ^eria War XI
and with the adoption of nev technical equipment, training
programs were speeded up and more attention was given to
training son for specific Job* rather than for occupations.
Mao it was recognized that certain civilian skills and ax~
parlance could be applied directly to certain naval Jobs,
In order to properly utilise these specialised Joba and
skill*, it was necessary to identify them much more specifi-
cally than was practical under the traditional Navy rating
structure. It was for this pur?*>se that the system of Kmvj
Job classification was established to supplement the rating
structure.
Navy Job classification is a system which assigns a
title* - brief definition . and a five digit code number to
each of the hundred of jobs performed by enlisted personnel
on all the ships and stations throughout the Kavy. In addi-
tion to his rating and pay gr*sde f which indicate his occupa-
tion and general skill level* each enlisted mn has a Job
classification which indicates the specific work for which
he Is best qualified. In addition to the five digit Job code
he is * sslgned a two digit service type code which indicates
the type of ship or activity where the man acquired the quel*
lficstlon® for his Havy Job. This is done because it is
helpful to fcnow whether a mmn was trained at a school or

aboard ship* and if the Utter* aboard whet type of ship.
the Kiamir„of BU^Mf^Jiw ^k BtttAOmUtm u» te flowt
eight hundred Jobs along with their titles end descriptions,
end explains the use of the system.
Job classifies ti on has been practiced by industry
for a long time and a recent development in this field is
the lygJMMBMi iMWrtJMft TmtmM *hloh defines and clas-
sifies over twenty thousand separate Jobs and assigns code
numbers to thes\* This classification structure is very broad
and comprehensive and has been developed on a very systematic
basis with provisions for additions which are constantly
being made* The Davy uses this system to record the civilian
experience of men who enter the Kavy.
In practice each man is assigned a Job title and
code number, along with a service type code number* in ac-
cordance with his qualifications, these numbers* and some-
times the titles* are entered on pertinent personnel records
and communications along with the man's rate and rating.
The chief function in which these Job codas are used are in*
(1) the preparation of complements* allowances* and billets;
12) the classification of men for duty; {}) the detailing of
men to their various assignments; and (h) for the organisa-
tion of advanced training.
A new edition of the j^ljlU^fi.ni Pt 9tttmM0tA
titles is now being pr9pAr9& and it is planned to include
the Navy job classification syatem mn^ also that of the Army
-£•••>
'MM*
I Mil f^Hb' OtMft
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as an appendix. While tho general features and the purpose
of the Industri&l classification system and that of the Bevy
art the «a»a» the details* particularly in the coding system
»
ere quire different. It appear* pr&«ti©*d to convert the
Man HfetM into the larger more comprehensive Dictionary of
tfrtle* system, so that any particular Job wuld
have *>ruy one number mad it would b# the seme in both system*.
review of ourrent personnel report* indicate* that
the job classifications of the men »r* not being kept up to
date in ell onset. If the system le to function properly,
it ti 1 ort< nt that all this information be kept ourrent
CJmft used. It le possible th&t the assignment of Job ce<3e*
ct the time, and on the same cards* thet the quarterly mark*
$re reoorded would aid In keeping the codes current.
It le laport&nt th#t all offie ere and all men engaged
in personnel work be familiar with the N»vy Job ole selflection
system &nd understand Its use. Until this is done the «erv~
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